Conversion Pricing (August 2018)
For customer supplied vehicle
Standard Conversion - VW T5/T6 Short Wheel Base - £11,985*
Long Wheel Base - £12,565*
For fully converted vans provided by us then the on the road price will vary depending on vehicle available.

VW T5/T6 campervan conversions include many of the features detailed below as standard however if you have a preference
just contact us. If we don't have a van readily available please allow 5 to 6 weeks for us to source a vehicle for you and
perform the full conversion.
If however you would like us to fully convert your own vehicle then we can do this in just 3 weeks.
The standard Conversion



ROOF
The elevated roof will be installed (roof is in factory candy white, colour coding £190). All bare edges will be cleaned,
etch sealed with an acid etch primer and over coated with a polyurethane body adhesive to prevent any future
corrosion issues. A full front, rear and side steel strengthening support frame will be installed. As standard we install
3 x roof bed boards lined in the same carpet lining as the side of the campervan. This enables the campervan to
sleep 4.



WINDOWS
We will fit N/S/F fixed window and an O/S/F Slide opening window by the cooker and sink area, 2 x barn door window
and one n/s/r . These are black limo tinted windows (tint within the glass not the lower standard film tinted windows) If
you would like additional windows fitted please email for price. As with the roof all cut bare edges will be acid etch
and PU sealed



INTERIOR PREP
All internal ply panels will be removed and the whole inside of the vehicle will be vacuumed and then cleaned with a
body shop panel cleaner before insulation and lining is carried out.



INSULATION
The vehicle will be fully insulated firstly with thermal foil and then with plastic hollow fibre insulation (we never use
rock wool as it can rot and start to smell a few years down the line) We will ensure that all internal channels in the
vehicle side construction are fully insulated otherwise massive heat loss can occur.



CARPET LINING
We will fully carpet line your vehicle in a colour of your choice



FULL ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION
We will installed our standard T5/T6 wiring loom in the vehicle, controlled by a full Power Management System PMS
3 (made by bonus systems).240v hook up point fitted. We will fit 1x twin 240v power point and 1x 12v power point
inside the vehicle. We will fit 1x flexi LED strip light behind the driverâ€™s seat (this can be used to illuminate the
roof space) and 3x LED down lights on the passenger side and 2 x LED down lights on the drivers. A 110 amp high
quality leisure battery will be installed with a smart- com intelligent charging system that charges when the engine is
running (and the main vehicle battery is fully charged) - so no chance of a flat battery in the morning!! The leisure
battery is also charged when hooked up to 240v on campsites via the power management system. All wiring is
carried out with automotive thin wall grade wire.



FLOOR & COVERING
We have upgraded the floor to 12mm (we find that 9mm floors are not sufficient) and cover it with hard wearing Altro
floor covering in a choice of colours. All edges will be finished in alloy covering trims.



FULL SIDE CONVERSION
It will include kitchen unit with 2 cutlery compartments and a large storage area, a smev combination sink and 2
burner hob unit, with over kitchen storage unit. Wardrobe/ Cupboard unit with front door and 2 x rear doors. All the
furniture in this conversion will be made from caravan/motorhome lightweight grade ply. We never use heavy, easy to
damage chip wood, in our conversions. Full choice of furniture colours are available.



WAECO CR 50 COMPRESSOR FRIDGE
Top of the range compressor fridge lasts 1-2 days on 1 charge.



SEALED GAS LOCKER
Will be installed with a drop out vent in the floor - so any gas will escape out (gas is heavier than air) Comes with
GAS SAFE cert.



TABLE
Table and sliding rail system. The table can be securely stowed behind the driverâ€™s seat when not in use using
the clips provided.



SEAT & BED SYSTEM(WITH EEC CERTIFICATE- EC DIRECTIVE 76/115/EECFOR M1 LOADING)
Sliding seat and bed system with 2 x 3 point seatbelts secured to the underside of the vehicle with a steel supporting
frame. The bed/seat will be upholstered in INCA fabric to match the front seats, the bed/seat base will be boxed in to
match the side units with a rear access door



VAN X CURTAINS
Top of the range curtains in a choice of colour

Accessories (options not included in standard conversion)














Colour code roof (not needed if vehicle is candy white) - £290
Colour code bumpers, rear number plate trim and wing mirrors - £640
Install swivel to passenger twin seat - £295
Change passenger twin seat to single with swivel safe base - £680
Install 2 x pioneer speakers to rear and wire radio to leisure battery (listen to music without flattening your starting
battery) - £90
Install colour coded rear parking sensors - £195
Install Witter Tow bar with can-bus bypass relay - £288
Install Reimo Elevating roof bed - £560
Install California awning rail SWB - £240 (LWB price on request)
Install Reimo multi awning rail LWB - £300
Webasto Diesel heating system - £990
Fiamma 2 bike rack - £310
Camping Gaz 907 - £65
* Please note all prices include VAT

